GEORGE THE THIRD
Company to the verge of bankruptcy; and the Directors had
been compelled to ask Parliament for assistance. George was
extremely well versed in Indian affairs, and held very definite
views on the whole Indian problem. He disliked the existence
of a trading association which exercised sovereign rights inde-
pendent of parliamentary control; and his opinion was
strengthened by the disclosures which were made during Olive's
examination by a parliamentary committee. His conscience was
shocked by Clive's behaviour. Writing to North on May 22nd,
at the conclusion of what was virtually Clive's trial by the House
of Commons, George said:
I owne I am amazed that private interest could make so many
forget what they owe to their Country, and come to a resolution
that seems to approve of Lord Clive's rapine, no one thinks his
services greater than I do, but that can neyer be a reason to commend
him in what certainly opened the door to the fortunes we see daily
made in that country.
North shared the King's view. The plight of the Company was
his opportunity to effect reform. Government help was offered
to the Directors on conditions which allowed Parliament to
exercise a supervisory control over the Company. The issues
were sharply debated in Parliament. Burke came out as the
Company's champion: he argued that Parliament ought not to
override conditions which had been carefully defined in the
Company's royal charter. North, however, carried his point,
and the Regulating Act of 1773 was the result.
It was a cruel misfortune that this first statesmanlike attempt to
grapple with the Indian problem [and North seldom receives
the credit which is his due for it] should contain the cause of
further trouble in North America. To relieve the financial
embarrassment of the East India Company the Government not
only made the Directors a loan but allowed them to monopolize
the export of tea to America. In the past Bohea tea, in which
the Company traded, had been brought to England. There it
was subjected to a duty of is. on every pound. It was taken
from England to America, and admitted into the latter country
without payment of any further duty. Now the Regulating
Act proposed that the duty of is. a pound should be taken off,
but on entry into the North American colonies a duty of sd. on
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